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1 Introduction

• Traditional Case Filter: *DP[−case] (Vergnaud, 1977; Chomsky, 1981, et seq.).

▷ The Case Filter regulates the syntactic distribution of nominals.

→ Nominals cannot appear in positions where they cannot be licensed, e.g. in positions where they are inaccessible
to licensers (e.g. �nite T0, v0).

• Despite this, languages often allow otherwise unlicensed nominals to be exceptionally licensed anyway (e.g. Stowell,
1981; Harley and Noyer, 1998; Harley, 2009; Rezac, 2011; Levin, 2015; van Urk, 2015).

• Last Resort licensing: Rescues a derivation that would otherwise crash due to a violation of the Case Filter.

▷ As a Last Resort, this applies only when the language’s “core” licensing strategies are unavailable.

▷ It is moreover countercyclic,1 applying only after the grammar has determined that the derivation contains unli-
censed nominals.

▷ A simple illustration from English of -insertion in nominalizations (Harley and Noyer, 1998; Harley, 2009):2

(1) English: ‘of’-insertion in VP-nominalizations as Last Resort licensing

a. Baseline: Sue (serendipitously) met Mary.
b. vP-nominalization: [Sue(’s) (serendipitously) meeting Mary] made everyone happy.
c. VP-nominalization: [Sue’s (serendipitous) meeting of Mary] made everyone happy.

▷ In VP-nominalizations, the nominalizing n0 is Merged directly above VP, rather than over vP.

▷ The loss of vP → the loss of acc Case assignment to the object. However, the derivation is rescued by inserting of
as a Last Resort.

▷ Crucially, this is a countercyclic process: the necessity of of -insertion can only be determined after v0 fails to be
Merged.

(2) a. vP-nominalization
nP

n0 vP

DPsubj

v0[acc]
VP

V0 DPobj

b. VP-nominalization
nP

n0 VP

V0 PP

P0 DPobj

Last Resort

⋆ In this talk, I argue for the existence of Last Resort licensing in Inuktitut (Inuit; Eskimo-Aleut).

• Inuktitut’s core nominal licensing strategy, φ-Agree, may be blocked/disrupted in certain con�gurations. When this
occurs, the unlicensed nominal surfaces with mod (‘modalis’) case morphology.

∗Thank you to Ragilee Attagootak, Susan Idlout, Shirley Kunnuk, Jeanine Nowdluk, Jasmine Oolayou, Erin Pameolik, and Johnny Qammaniq for their
discussion of the data included here and for sharing their language with me, and to the Nunavut Research Institute for logistical assistance. Thank you to
Sabine Iatridou, Alana Johns, David Pesetsky, Norvin Richards, and audiences at MIT and UQAM for helpful discussion and comments. I am partially supported
by a SSHRC doctoral fellowship and an NSF Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grant. All errors are mine.

1Or perhaps postsyntactic, as assumed by Levin (2015).
2For another instance of case-insertion as a countercyclic Last Resort licensing process, see van Urk (2015) on Dinka “marked nominative” subjects.
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• I model this to be aK0-insertion process, whereby a KP layer (spelled out as mod case morphology) is countercycli-
cally directly Merged to the nominal (Bittner and Hale, 1996; Spreng, 2012; Levin, 2015).

• Crucially, the Last Resort/countercyclic nature of this process is transparent in Inuktitut:

▷ φ-Agree in Inuktitut is in C0; as a result, failure to license a lower nominal through φ-agreement may be
ascertained only once the clause has been fully built.

• Roadmap:

§2 Nominal licensing in Inuktitut

§3 Three con�gurations for Last Resort licensing

§4 Against default case

A “mod” case as underspeci�ed

2 Nominal licensing in Inuktitut

2.1 Overview of Inuktitut syntax

• The Inuit languages are a continuum of dialects from the Eskimo-Aleut language family, spoken across the North Amer-
ican Arctic and Greenland. The data here represent (Eastern Canadian) Inuktitut, the dialects spoken around Nunavut,
Canada.3

• The Inuit languages display an ergative (erg-abs) vs. antipassive (abs-mod) alternation. For expository clarity, I’ll mainly
focus on ergative constructions in this talk; the antipassive will be discussed later in §5.

▷ In ergative constructions, we �nd erg case (-up) on subjects, abs case (∅) on objects, and φ-agreement morphology
cross-referencing both arguments.4

(3) Inuktitut transitive and intransitive constructions

a. Jaani-up
Jaani.erg

igalaaq
window.abs

siqumi-lauq-tanga
shatter-pst-3s.S/3s.O

‘Jaani shattered the window.’ (transitive)

b. Jaani
Jaani.abs

ani-lauq-tuq
leave-pst-3s.S

‘Jaani left.’ (intransitive)

• Word order is very free (often associated with very subtle information-structural e�ects). However, morpheme order in
a given complex word is generally �xed and adheres to the Mirror Principle.

▷ φ-agreement is in the CP domain (e.g. Johns, 2007; Spreng, 2012; Compton, 2017). In addition to its word-�nal
position, it exhibits contextual allomorphy based on mood/clause type, (4).

(4) φ-agreement in Inuktitut is sensitive to mood/clause type

a. niri-juma-lau-nngit-tanga
eat-want-pst-neg-3s.S/3s.O
‘She did not want to eat it.’ (participial)

b. niri-lauq-pauk
see-pst-interr.3s.S/3s.O
‘Did she eat it?’ (interrogative)

3Unless cited, data included in this talk are from my �eldwork conducted in Iqaluit, Nunavut, and represent the North Ba�n, South Ba�n, and Kivalliq
dialect groups. Orthographic inconsistencies generally re�ect phonological di�erences across dialects.

4In my other work (Yuan, 2017b), I’ve argued that the object-referencing morphology is actually the product of Agree-driven clitic doubling, but I’ll set this
aside here.
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• There are two φ-probes in the CP domain, labeled here as AgrS0 and AgrO0 respectively, which target the highest two
arguments in the clause (usually the subject and highest internal argument), (5).5

(5) φ-Agree in Inuktitut
AgrOP

AgrSP

TP

DP
VP

DP V

T

AgrS0

AgrO0

2.2 The core licensing strategy: φ-agreement in C0

• In order to fully understand how Last Resort licensing works in Inuktitut, we must �rst examine its core licensing
strategy—the strategy that the language normally relies on.

• Proposal: Inuktitut’s core licensing strategy is φ-Agree in the CP domain, realized as agreement morphology between
the probe and the nominal being licensed.

▷ So, in transitive constructions, both the subject and the object are licensed by Agree; in intransitive constructions,
only the subject is licensed.

(6) Licensing of highest two arguments in Inuktitut

a. Jaani-up
Jaani.erg

igalaaq
window.abs

siqumi-lauq-tanga
shatter-pst-3s.S/3s.O

‘Jaani shattered the window.’

b. Jaani

Jaani.abs
ani-lauq-tuq
leave-pst-3s.S

‘Jaani left.’

• Initial evidence for licensing: (Null) Expletive subjects may be licensed by φ-agreement.

▷ Expletives are semantically contentless, and are presumably Merged into the structure for EPP-related reasons.
However, they are still subject to the same Case licensing requirements as other arguments.

(7) Licensing of matrix/ECM subject expletives

a. (pro) maquk-tuq
rain-3s.S

‘It’s raining.’

b. Miali-up
Miali-erg

(pro) maqu-qu-janga
rain-want-3s.S/3s.O

‘Miali wants it to rain.’

The existence of Last Resort licensing itself will provide an additional argument that φ-Agree serves a licensing
function in Inuktitut: as we will see, Last Resort licensing occurs when φ-Agree is unavailable.

5In my other work, I have argued that the exponent of “AgrO0” is actually the product of object clitic doubling, not genuine φ-agreement (Yuan, 2017a). As
the generalizations in this talk hold regardless of the analysis of agreement assumed, I will refer to these forms as “agreement” for convenience. I also assume
that AgrOP is structurally higher than AgrSP, meaning that agreement with subjects and objects results in nested dependencies. This follows from standard
locality conditions on Agree, and is supported by morpheme order facts: when subject/object agreement forms are not portmanteau (which occurs in certain
moods), the object agreement morpheme is right-most in the word, suggesting that it is structurally higher.
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3 Last Resort licensing

• We now turn to con�gurations in which the loss of φ-agreement leaves a nominal unlicensed.

▷ In such con�gurations, the nominal in question surfaces with mod case morphology.

• The constructions under discussion. . .

▷ Ditransitives

▷ lik-nominalizations

▷ There-existentials

• Evidence for Last Resort/countercyclity: Crucially, in all of these constructions, mod case on a nominal is a response
to φ-agreement being disrupted or usurped by another nominal.

▷ Because φ-agreement is in the CP domain, we can fairly straightforwardly conclude that this can only be seen once
the clause is fully constructed.

3.1 Baseline: Ditransitive constructions

• Because there are only two φ-probes per clause, it follows that only two arguments may be licensed by φ-Agree. What
happens if the clause contains more than two arguments?

▷ As seen in (8), the lowest argument (the DO/theme) in these constructions is always mod.

(8) Lowest argument in ditransitives is mod

a. Miali-up
Miali-erg

tuni-qqau-janga
give-rec.pst-3s.S/3s.O

Jaani
Jaani.abs

uqalimaagar-mik

book-mod
‘Miali gave Jaani a book.’

b. (pro) Jaani
Jaani.abs

niuvi-ruti-qqau-jara
buy-appl-rec.pst-1s.S/3s.O

piruqsiar-nik

�ower-mod
‘I bought Jaani �owers.’

• A very simple proposal: The DO receives mod via Last Resort K0-insertion.

▷ Because each clause only permits two φ-probes, which target the highest two arguments, the DO is necessarily
licensed by other means.

(9) Last Resort licensing

a. * (pro) Jaani

Jaani.abs

niuvi-ruti-qqau- jara

buy-appl-rec.pst-1s.S/3s.O

piruqsiaq(/)
�ower-mod

Intended: ‘I bought Jaani �owers.’

b. (pro) Jaani

Jaani.abs

niuvi-ruti-qqau- jara

buy-appl-rec.pst-1s.S/3s.O

piruqsiar - nik (,)

�ower-mod
‘I bought Jaani �owers.’

• With this basic logic of Last Resort licensing in place, we will now discuss some more intricate case studies.

3.2 Objects of lik-nominalizations

• Just as we saw with of -insertion in English in §1, Inuktitut also displays Last Resort licensing of objects of nominaliza-
tions.

• Inuktitut has a morpheme -lik that means, ‘one that has.’ (Beach, 2011; Briggs et al., 2015).
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(10) -lik nominalizations

a. ilu-lik
inside-have.nmlz
‘a hollow object’

b. ipua-lik
short.straight.handle-have.nmlz
‘frying pan’ (Utkuhiksalingmiutut, Briggs et al. 2015)

• These -lik-marked nominals may function as predicates in bare copular constructions:

(11) -lik nominalizations in copular constructions

a. uvangasubj
1s

ilisaijipred
teacher

‘I am a teacher.’

b. Mialisubj
Miali.abs

nunasiuti-likpred
car-have.nmlz

‘Miali has a car.’ (Lit: ‘M. is one that has a car.’)

(12) -lik nominalization structure
PredP

DP

Miali
nP

nunasiuti-lik

Pred0

cop∅

⋆ Crucially, -lik also functions as a clausal nominalizer.

• In (13)-(14), -lik Merges above the internal argument-introducing morphemes -gi (transitivizer)6 and -ruti (applicative).

▷ These morphemes normally introduce abs internal arguments (the [a] examples).

▷ However, in nominalized contexts the relevant argument is mod (the [b] examples).

(13) lik-nominalization triggers mod direct object

a. Taiviti-up
David-erg

Kiuru
Carol.abs

nagli-gi-nngit-tanga
love-tr-neg-3s.S/3s.O

‘David doesn’t love Carol.’ (*Kiuru-mik)

b. Taivitisubj
David.abs

[Kiuru- mik

Carol-mod
nagli-gi-nngit-ta-lik]pred
love-tr-neg-part-have.nmlz

‘David doesn’t love Carol.’ (*Kiuru)
Lit.: ‘David is one that has (the state of) not loving of Carol.’

(14) lik-nominalization triggers mod applied argument

a. Taiviti-up
David-erg

Kiuru
Carol.abs

piruqsiar-taa-ruti-janga
�ower-get-appl-3s.S/3s.O

‘David got �owers for Carol.’ (*Kiuru-mik)

b. Taivitisubj
David.abs

[Kiuru- mik

Carol-mod
piruqsiar-taa-ruti-ja-lik]pred
�ower-get-appl-part-have.nmlz

‘David got �owers for Carol.’ (*Kiuru)
Lit.: ‘David is one that has (the state of) having gotten �owers for Carol.’

6This morpheme often shows up in psych-predicates and noun incorporation constructions.
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(15) Structure of clause-level lik-nominalization
. . .

nP

MoodP

ApplP

KP

DP
Kiuru

K0

-mik

vP

DP
piruqsiaq

v
-taaq

Appl0

-ruti

Mood0

-ja

n0

-lik

. . .

• Proposal: Nominalizing the clause gets rid of φ-agreement in the CP domain, thus also eliminating the core nominal
licensing strategy.

▷ However, this is resolved through countercyclic K0-insertion, realized as mod case morphology on the internal
argument.

3.3 Associates of there-existentials

• Inuktitut has existential constructions built from the verb -qaq ‘HAVE,’ (16). There is a de�niteness e�ect imposed on the

associate, (17).7

▷ Note that the nominal associate in these constructions is mod.

(16) There-existentials in Inuktitut

a. anguti
man.abs

tikit-tuq
arrive-part.3s.S

Baseline: ‘The/a man arrived.’

b. anguti-mik
man-mod

tikit-tu-qaq-tuq
arrive-part-have-part.3s.S

‘There arrived a man.’

(17) There-existentials display a de�niteness e�ect

a. #Jaani-mik

David-mod
tikit-tu-qaq-tuq
arrive-part-have-part.3s.S

Intended: ‘There arrived Jaani.’ (Can only mean: ‘Someone named Jaani arrived.’)

b. *anaana-nga-nik
mother-poss.3s-mod

tikit-tu-qaq-tuq
arrive-part-have-part.3s.S

Intended: ‘There arrived his/her mother.’

• Evidence that the subject position is indeed occupied by a null expletive (in turn, re�ecting an EPP requirement) again
comes from the ability to embed such constructions under ECM verbs—in which case the expletive is cross-referenced
by object agreement morphology.

(18) There-existentials have expletive subject

a. (pro) inung-mi=luunniit
person-mod=npi

tiki-saali-ju-qa-nngit- tuq

arrive-early-part-neg-3s.S

‘ There is not a single person that arrived early.’

b. (pro) inung-mi=luunniit
person-mod=npi

tiki-saali-ju-qa-qu-nngit- tara
arrive-early-part-have-want-neg-1s.S/3s.O

‘I don’t want there to be a single person that arrived early.’
7This same verb is used to encode possession, and triggers a de�niteness e�ect on the possessee.
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• Crucially, the there-existential alternates with a slightly di�erent construction, in which the associate is abs and cross-

referenced by φ-agreement, (19).

(19) mod vs. abs case alternation in there-existentials

a. pingasu-nik
three-pl.mod

anguti-nik
man-pl.mod

tikit-tu-qaq-tuq
arrive-part-have-part.3s.S

‘There arrived three men.’

b. pingasut

three.abs
angutiit

man.pl.abs
tikit-tu-qaq-tuit
arrive-part-have-3p.S

‘Three men arrived.’

▷ Moreover, as shown in (20), the abs-subject version of this construction is still subject to the de�niteness e�ect.

▷ If the de�niteness e�ect holds for the complement of HAVE (as it does in possessive constructions), then the abs
subject must have originated in a lower position.

(20) abs associates of existentials still subject to de�niteness e�ect

*tamarmik
all.abs

angutiit
man.pl.abs

tikit-tu-qaq-tuit
arrive-part-have-3p.S

Intended: ‘All the men arrived.’

• Proposal: These constructions re�ect alternative Merge vs. Move options (cf. McCloskey, 2014). The associate may
stay in situ if an expletive is Merged (as in (19a)), or the associate itself may raise to the EPP position (as in (19b)).8

• Crucially, in situ associates are mod. Another instance of Last Resort/countercyclic K0-insertion: K0 cannot be
inserted onto the associate until after the expletive is Merged (since the other option is to move the associate).

(21) Last Resort K0-insertion in existentials

a. angutiit

man.pl.abs

tikit-tu-qaq- tuit
arrive-part-have-3p.S

‘(Three) men arrived.’

b. *(pro) angutiit(/)
man-pl.mod

tikit-tu-qaq- tuq

arrive-part-have-part.3s.S
Intended: ‘There arrived (three) men.’

c. (pro) anguti - nik (,)

man-pl.mod

tikit-tu-qaq- tuq

arrive-part-have-part.3s.S
‘There arrived (three) men.’

• Thus, whereas §3.2 showed K0-insertion as a response to the loss of φ-agreement, here we see K0-insertion as a response
to usurped φ-agreement.

⋆ Section summary:

• Three con�gurations in which a nominal cannot be licensed by φ-Agree in the CP-domain.

• This may occur due to an upper bound on the number of φ-probes per clause (in ditransitives), the absence of the
φ-probe (in nominalizations), or because the φ-probe targets something else (in existentials).

• In all cases, the unlicensed nominal receives mod case via a countercyclic Last Resort K0-insertion operation.

8While the idea that associates of existentials may raise is quite unorthodox, McCloskey (2014) argues that this takes place in Irish, as well. In Irish, this
does not yield a case alternation, but is diagnosable from the relative placement of adverbs, as well as scope.
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4 Against default case

• An alternative to the present proposal would be to take mod to be default case.

▷ Thus, mod case would simply be the default realization of nominals not cross-referenced by φ-agreement.

• For Schütze (2001), default case refers to the form of a nominal that does not interact with the Case Filter. In English, this
is acc:

(22) English: Default case is acc

a. Me/*I, I like beans.
b. Who’s to take care of him if not us/*we?
c. Q: Who wants to try this game? A:Me/*I. (Schütze, 2001)

• However, at least based on preliminary data, nominals in elliptical utterances/fragments—candidates for receiving default
case—may be abs rather than mod in Inuktitut:

(23) Inuktitut default case is abs

a. Kiuru
Carol.abs

kina-mut
who-all

uqalla-mmat
speak.to-caus.3s.S

‘Who is Carol speaking to?’

b. Taiviti
David.abs

/ Taiviti-mut

David-all
/ *Taiviti-mik

David-mod
‘David.’

• Thus, Last Resort Case cannot be con�ated with default case.

▷ mod surfaces on unlicensed nominals that require licensing.

▷ abs surfaces on nominals that do not require licensing—so abs is a better candidate for default case.

5 Conclusion

• I argued for the existence of Last Resort Case assignment in Inuktitut, based on environments in which the language’s
core licensing strategy is disrupted.

▷ While Inuktitut normally licenses nominals via φ-Agree in the CP-domain, failure to do so results in mod case on
the nominals in question.

▷ I modeled this as countercyclic insertion of a KP layer directly onto an unlicensed nominal.

• Beyond Last Resort licensing, this talk also shed light on various other aspects of Inuktitut morphosyntax, and discussed
a range of under-described constructions/phenomena.
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A mod as underspeci�ed

• In other literature, mod case has also been analyzed as structural Case in antipassives and lexical case on anaphors (e.g.
Bok-Bennema, 1991; Yuan, in prep).

(24) mod case as structural Case on antipassives

a. luuktaa-p
doctor-erg

Jaani
Jaani.abs

kapi-janga
stab-3s.S/3s.O

kapuuti-mut
needle-all

‘The doctor injected Jaani with a needle.’ (ergative/transitive)

b. luuktaaq
doctor.abs

kapi-si-juq
stab-ap-3s.S

kapuuti-mut
needle-all

Jaani- mik

Jaani-mod
‘The doctor injected Jaani with a needle.’ (antipassive)

c. (pro) maqu-qu-ji-junga
rain-want-ap-1s.S

‘I want it to rain.’ (antipassivization of expletive)

(25) mod case as lexical case on anaphors

a. anguti
man.abs

sua-qqau-juq
scold-rec.pst-3s.S

ingmi- nik
self-mod

‘The man scolded himself.’ (anaphoric argument)

b. Kiuru
Carol.abs

nani-si-qqau-juq
�nd-ap-rec.pst-3s.S

[ajjinnguar-tuqar-mik
picture-old-mod

ingmi- ni -nnguar-mik]
self-mod-fake-mod

‘Carol found an old picture of herself.’ (case stacking w/ anaphor)

c. Kiuru
Carol.abs

nani-si-qqau-juq
�nd-ap-rec.pst-3s.S

[ajjinnguar-tuqar-mik
picture-old-mod

David-nnguar-mik]
Taiviti-fake-mod

‘Carol found an old picture of David.’ (no case stacking w/o anaphor)
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• Uni�cation with the present proposal: The wide and disparate distribution of mod case morphology comes from its
status as featurally underspeci�ed.

▷ mod serves multiple functions, because it expones any instance of K0.

▷ In contrast, other oblique cases spell out K0 with additional spatiotemporal featural speci�cations.

(26) Spell-out rules for Inuktitut cases (partial list)

a. K0
→ [mod]

b. Kto
0
→ [all]

c. Kfrom
0
→ [abl]
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